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Propositions
Proposals for reform in Indian canal irrigation need to consider their fit with
the design of canal irrigation.
This thesis

The WUAs that are being formed in the state o f Haryana at the moment are
essentially arms of the bureaucracy. They are not vibrant, robust, selfgoverning resource users organisations.
This thesis

Institutional and technical reform below the outlet is meaningless in the absence
o f effective management o f the main system or control over water supplies.
- (Hunt 1989; Wade & Chambers 1980).
WUAs are not associations o f users o f water, but o f farmers who use water as
an input into agriculture. WUAs would be more enduring if they were
structured as multi-purpose organisations that were more central to the lives
o f their members.
Goldensohn (1984)
The world has problems. Universities only have departments.
- A cynic's view on the need for inter-disciplinary research

There is a difference between efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency means
doing more things in less time; effectiveness means doing the right things.
- Stephen R Covey
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Preface

My first thinking on the subject o f rural institutions and
organisations goes back to my days as a student at IRMA, the
Institute of Rural Management, Anand. That was when I started
thinking about what made a vibrant, robust resource users
organisation. Professor Tushaar Shah's notions o f swayambhoo, or
self-governing, self-replicating organisations left an indelible impact
on my mind.
This received further consolidation during my experience with
T E R I , the Tata Energy Research Institute, New Delhi where my
exposure to the analysis of water management problems and issues
shaped my thinking on the need for local level institutions for
water management. T E R I provided an atmosphere that was very
conducive to learning, intellectual development and independent
research and fostered a stimulating exchange o f ideas among young
researchers. It is my days at T E R I to which I am really indebted,
because they cultivated in me a research orientation, and allowed
me to learn with a free and adventurous mind. In fact, it was my
association with the Resource and Development Economics group that
fostered my desire for further learning.
My thinking on the subject further evolved during my first six
month stay at Wageningen University as part o f the Matching
Technology with Institutions (MTT) Ph.D Programme. My research
orientation underwent a change from a prescriptive, instrumental
perspective on rural institutions to more o f a process perspective,
seeking to understand their behaviour and evolution. I also became
conscious o f the need for an inter-disciplinary orientation. With a
basic training in economics and rural management, I wanted to
explore more about the implications o f design or irrigation
xiv
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xv

technology for institutional development. This was clearly
something my own educational training and professional
experience had so far not equipped me to do. I also wanted to
know
more about how legal institutional frameworks, social
relationships and technology interacted in the working o f local level
institutions. In this thesis, I have essentially tried to capture these
domains o f interaction.
It is here that I owe an intellectual debt to the members o f my
supervisory team. They provided overall direction to this research,
brought to it their own expertise and experience and lent it its
inter-disciplinary character. Dr. Peter P Mollinga taught me how to
think about outlets and hydraulic structures and irrigation design.
My thoughts on legal pluralism were shaped through my
interactions with Professor Dr. Franz von Benda Beckmann.
Professor Linden Vincent helped me expand my ideas at the
writing stage and analyse my empirical material more systematically.
Professor Gopal Naik gave specific suggestions at various stages of
my research and helped me stay focussed. The advantage o f a team
as this one was that it helped keep a balance between different
perspectives and ways o f doing research and kept me from falling
in the trap o f spending too much time just exploring one issue or
theme in my research.
I also thank Peter Mollinga for his efforts and drive in keeping
the M T t group together.
The regional workshops that he
organised served as a useful monitoring tool to track progress and
the feedback that I received helped me complete my thesis in time.
My participation in the MTI Programme brought me in close
interaction with several other researchers. What developed was a
cohesive group and we shared as much fun and laughter together
as we shared our research experiences. With great fondness will I
remember my association with R. Manimohan, Shree Prakash
Singh Rajput, Puspa Raj Khanal, Esha Shah, Anjal Prakash, Suman
Gautam, Amreeta Regmi, Bala Raju Nikku, Preeta Lall, Jyothi
Krishnan and G Mini. The series of regional workshops that we
attended brought us together as a well-knit group with an
interesting range o f experiences to share.
In the course of my field work, invaluable support was
provided by the S O P P E C O M team at Pune, Maharashtra with
whom I interacted on several occasions, in person, as well as via
email. In particular, I thank Dr. R.K.Patil, Dr. S.N. Lele and Mr.
Sane for patientiy answering many of my questions on several
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occasions. I thank the Indian Institute of Management,
Ahmedabad for institutional affiliation during the course o f my
Ph.D. work. A special word o f gratitude is owed to Professor
Prabhakar at the Institute o f Rural Management, Anand for his
support in the initial stages of my research. I thank the Ford
Foundation for financial support for research and field work in
India. I thank the many farmers and staff o f irrigation agencies that
I interviewed in the course o f my research. Without their time and
attention, this research would have never been possible.
I thank Vikram Dayal, my friend and colleague at T E R I , for
stimulating discussions on research through our association in
T E R I and in the course o f my Ph.D research. At Wageningen, I
acknowledge the brief, but interesting exchange o f ideas with Joost
Oorthuizen, Margreet Zwarteveen, Jeroen Warner and Jeroen Vos.
Trudy Freriks and Gerda de Fauw provided valuable administrative
support and made my stays in Wageningen smooth and
comfortable.
Last, but most important, I acknowledge the support and
perseverence of my parents. It was because of their support that I
could pursue my academic interests with a free mind and with litde
concerns about home or domestic responsibilities. They have
always been a source of strength. I thank Nishu and Arvind for
their encouragement and good wishes and Shyla and Atreya, my
nieces, for the welcome breaks they provided from my work.
Finally, I thank God for his blessings, kindness and generosity.
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Introduction

Irrigation has played an important role in India's agrarian
development and transition and in achieving self-sufficiency in
food production. It is estimated that though only 2 8 % o f India's
cultivated land is irrigated, it produces 5 6 % of her agricultural
output (GOI 2000). Agriculture, in turn, employs 7 5 % o f India's
labour force, though it produces only a third o f her G D P . Until the
1950s and 1960s, an increase in agricultural production was
attained chiefly through an expansion in the area under cultivation.
Having reached the ceiling for expanding the land under
cultivation, increases in production since then have been achieved
through increases in yield and cropping intensity (GOI 2000; Vyas
1994). In particular, the spread of irrigation, through private
tubewells and canal water helped sustain cropping intensity in the
northwest, which became the cradle o f the green revolution.
It has been argued that irrigation in India has lived up both to
its productive and protective role in terms of its impact on
agricultural productivity, farm incomes and protection against
drought (Dhawan 1988). As the incidence o f rural poverty has been
found to be inversely related to both the rate of growth of crop
output and the irrigation factor, planners and policy-makers have
seen investment in irrigation as an indirect instrument for
eradicating rural poverty. Thus, there has been a huge resource
commitment: since independence, over Rs 600 billion or US $80
billion (in constant 1980 prices) have been invested by the
government (World Bank 1999a). Together with China, India's
irrigated area now exceeds that o f other countries.
However, as elsewhere in the world, there has been widespread
disenchantment with the performance o f canal irrigation systems in
India (World Bank 1999a, 1991; Mitra 1996; Saleth 1996a, 1996b;
1
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G O I 2000). The commonly cited problems in India's irrigation
sector have been the widespread incidence o f salinity, alkalinity and
waterlogging, inequity between the head and tail reaches, the poor
state o f repairs and maintenance and the widening gap between
irrigation potential created and utilised. There are also financial
constraints. It is estimated that the cost o f creating 1 hectare o f
irrigation potential rose from Rs 8620 in 1950-51 to Rs. 29587 by
the year 1992-93 ( G O I 2000). As an ultimate constraint, it is
estimated that even when all o f India's irrigation potential is
utilised, half o f her cultivated land would still be rainfed.
There has now been awareness o f problems in the planning
and functioning o f canal irrigation systems in India for more than
three decades (Mollinga 2000). Over this period of time, the focus
o f the debate has varied; it has moved from an emphasis on
physical infrastructure and aclministrative issues to include agroecological, institutional and developmental concerns.
This book concerns itself with Irrigation Management
Transfer, often advocated by policy-makers as a solution to the ills
o f the irrigation sector. Irrigation Management Transfer (IMT) is a
term used to denote a variety o f initiatives in devolving
management responsibility and authority from the state to the
irrigators (Turral 1995). This devolution usually takes place to
farmers' groups called variously as water users associations
(WUAs), water user organisations or farmers' organisations for
irrigation. Moves
towards
devolution
o f authority and
responsibility to users have been led largely by financial pressures,
both internal and externally imposed by international lending
agencies, on governments which have been either unable to finance
recurring costs of irrigation or to recover costs by collecting fees
from water users. Irrigation Management Transfer has thus come
to be seen as a way to relieve governments o f financial burdens and
to improve productivity and sustainability o f irrigation systems
(Kolavalli and Brewer 1999; Kloezen 2002).
1
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In India, policies and programmes for establishing WUAs are
at different levels o f formulation and implementation in 13 states
(Ballabh 2002). Through this research, I seek to contribute to a
. better understanding o f the implementation o f these policies in two
Indian states, namely, Haryana and Maharashtra (Map 1.1). I
examine how a policy intervention translates into practice. What
happens when a policy seeking to establish WUAs comes to the
ground? I describe how the implementation process is shaped by
3
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Haryana and Maharashtra on the map of India
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the perceptions of the actors involved, their relationships with each
other, as well as how they are able to articulate their interests and
pursue them further in the implementation process. The practical
constraints and bottlenecks to policy implementation are discussed.
T o facilitate this analysis, I distinguish between a linear model
o f the policy process and an interactive one (Thomas and Grindle
1990). A linear or rational model supposes that a reform proposal
gets on the policy agenda for government action, a decision is
made on the proposal and the new policy or institutional
arrangement is implemented, either successfully or unsuccessfully.
An interactive model, that has influenced the approach adopted in
this book, on the other hand, views policy reform as a process, one
in which interested parties can exert pressure for change at many
points. Understanding the location, strength, and stakes involved in
these attempts to promote, alter, or reverse policy reform initiatives
is central to understanding the outcomes. Thus, a policy reform
initiative may be altered or reversed at any stage in its life cycle by
the pressures and reactions of those who oppose it.
5

The analysis o f the process of policy implementation is
particularly of relevance in the state o f Maharashtra. This state,
along with the neighbouring state o f Gujarat, is considered to be a
cradle o f co-operation, with a wide variety o f institutional forms in
all agrarian sectors. Then, in such an environment, why have
efforts at forming WUAs in canal irrigation been limited in their
scale? There is resistance among the actors - the farmers as well as
the Irrigation Department- who benefit from the status quo and
thwart efforts at WUA formation. While two N G O s have made
some efforts at WUA formation, they are constrained in their
ability to produce reform at a scale larger than a local one.
T h e analysis o f the implementation process in the state o f
Haryana suggests that state governments contemplating WUA
establishment need a greater clarity about what they seek to
accomplish through WUA formation, apart from this being done
primarily under persuasion or pressure from donors and funding
agencies. T o be implemented successfully, a proposal for change
must find acceptance among the affected constituencies - in this
case the farmers as well as the irrigation bureaucracy- who need to
be convinced that change is indeed necessary.

